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Abstract. Taking the construction work of the Party branch of the School of Information Engineering of our university as an example, we will benchmark the requirements of "seven powerful" construction of the national model branch for Party construction work, promote the creation of demonstration and quality of Party construction work of the Party branch, further enhance the quality and level of the Party construction work of the branch, promote the Party construction work of the students, realize the goal of cultivation and creation, and combine the requirements of the cultivation of talents for provincial-level professional groups of computer application technology to build a pattern of the construction of the "three-whole education" work and promote the construction of the high-level professional groups to achieve the educational goal of cultivation of morality and nurture of human beings.

1. Introduction

The Party General Branch of the School of Information Engineering of our university, comprehensively guiding the party and government work of the college, strictly implement the party building to lead the development of the college, give full play to the core role of the leadership of the party organization. Under the leadership of the party branch, the college adheres to the philosophy of school-enterprise cooperation, engineering integration, industry-oriented, characteristic development, and Dongguan Jin He Tian Industrial Co., Ltd. and other 100 enterprises to establish school-enterprise cooperation, school-enterprise cooperation to establish three provincial off-campus practice teaching bases, the construction of 8 studios, and actively explore new modes of school-enterprise cooperation for the construction of on- and off-campus productive training bases, so that on-campus productive practical training, the combination of on-campus productive practical training and off-campus top job internship provides students with a good practical environment. The party branch of the college to achieve leadership and operational mechanisms in place, the implementation of the fundamental task of establishing moral education, so that vocational education really become a "source" of innovation and creativity in the training of talents[1].
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2. Basic requirements for party building work

2.1. Requirements for party building work

In accordance with the working principle of "focusing on party building around the center, doing a good job in party building and ensuring development", the Party branch will actively explore the "Party Building +" party building work model, strengthen the correct political direction, strengthen radiating leadership with the Party branch as the core, and provide volunteer services. Based on the implementation of practical education, we will use the joint construction of party branches and studios as the starting point to closely integrate high-quality party building with the professional construction and talent cultivation of the college, effectively play the role of the battle fortress of the party branch and the vanguard and exemplary role of party members, and promote innovative talents. To improve the quality of training, we will change the problems of “weakening of party-building team management” and “single form of party-building activities” in our college, so as to maximize the motivation of students to devote themselves to scientific and technological innovation and practical services[2].

2.2. The value of party building work

Firstly, party members’ awareness increases and they play a leading role. As the education, management and development of party members are further strengthened, the awareness of party members continues to increase, and the role of demonstration is further demonstrated. With the slogan "Look at me, follow me and be a role model", the teacher party members have made outstanding contributions in serving professional construction and enhancing professional influence. Student party members have played an exemplary and leading role in promoting the construction of academic style and academic style, serving teachers and students of the college, and promoting positive energy[3].

Secondly, the branch’s combat effectiveness is enhanced and it plays the role of a fortress. The secretary of the college’s teacher party branch meets the requirements of “double leaders” and becomes an important pillar in promoting professional construction; the student party branch takes the opportunity to build academic style and establishes a new model of student party member training with four levels of linkage between dormitories, classes, branches, and teachers. Each branch strictly implements the "three meetings and one lesson" and the first issue system, and uses various practical education activities as a carrier to conscientiously do a good job in building grassroots party branches[4-5].

Lastly, the party branch has enhanced cohesion and plays a core role. The Party Committee of the college gives full play to its leadership role, leads with strong political leadership, gives full play to organizational cohesion, perseveres in overcoming difficulties, and strives to be a good "locomotive" for the reform and stable development of the college. Members of the team insisted on learning first and learning deeply. Through party affairs meetings, central group study and other methods, they took the lead in studying Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and the latest instructions of the Party Central Committee. Pay attention to communication at work and promote unity and cooperation among team members[6-7].

3. Build a party-building work pattern of "Three-Whole Education"

3.1. Construction of Party Building Work System and Mechanism

(1) Party and government joint meeting system

In accordance with the requirements of documents such as the "Key Tasks for Party Building in Colleges and Universities" and the "Notice of the Education Working Committee of the Guangdong Provincial Committee of the Communist Party of China on Issues Concerning the Revision of the Rules of Procedure for Party Organization Meetings and Party-Government Joint Meetings of Colleges and Universities" and in combination with the actual situation of the college, the "Information "School of Engineering Party and Government Joint Meeting System" comprehensively promotes the institutionalization, standardization and scientificization of the discussion and decision-making of the college's party and government leadership team. The joint meeting system of the party and government is the basic meeting system of the joint responsibility system of the party and government of our college. It has the highest decision-making power on the main matters that the party and government of the college are responsible for. Through the leadership of the general party branch, we coordinate party and government relations, ensure collective leadership, promote the democratization of work decision-making, schedule, arrange, research, and handle major issues in a timely manner, exchange and communicate ideas in a timely manner, and act in a unified manner to improve work efficiency and decision-making level.

(2) "First Topic" Learning System

In order to normalize the study of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and the spirit of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, promote Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era to be deeply rooted in the hearts of the people, improve theoretical study, and solidly promote ideological and political learning in the college, the "First Topic" is established Learning system, specific learning content is arranged monthly as the "first topic" of each party organization meeting. In case of temporary special deployment by the central government, provincial party committee, and provincial party committee education working committee, dynamic adjustments will be made as required. It is required to implement the
The responsibilities of the general party branch secretary and the first responsible person of the party branch secretary. The secretary should lead the learning, lead by example, take the lead in setting an example, learn first, learn deeper, deeply understand the connotation, and accurately grasp the connotation. We must strictly follow the unified requirements of the Central Committee and the unified caliber to convey and implement Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era. We must study it word for word, original and authentic, to ensure that party members and cadres fully understand the basic views and deeply grasp it. Spiritual essence.

3.2. Party building organizational structure

In order to do a good job in organizational construction, with the approval of the superior party organization, the college has currently established the General Party Branch of the School of Information Engineering, the Teaching and Labor Party Branch of the School of Information Engineering, the First Party Branch of the Students of the School of Information Engineering, and the Second Party Branch of the Students of the School of Information Engineering. The teachers and students Party branch secretaries are selected and trained to be strong. The specific teachers and students Party branch secretaries are equipped according to the requirements of "double leaders". They must be politically strong and have excellent ideological and political qualities, and they must also be professional in education, teaching, scientific research, etc. With outstanding abilities and achievements, he currently teaches Xiaodan Chen, secretary of the Labor Party branch, associate professor, "double-qualified" teacher, and director of the Network Teaching and Research Office. The student party branch secretary focuses on selecting outstanding counselors. Organizers focus on selecting workers who have a firm political stance, strong professional abilities, and love for party affairs.

According to work needs and development needs, the general party branch of the college has also established a student party branch studio, which mainly assists the general party branch and party branches to carry out various activities, do a good job in the development and training of party members, and coordinate the affairs of the general party branch of the college. At present, with the assistance of the Party Building Office, the activities carried out by the Party Branch of our hospital include party history knowledge competitions, party lectures by the leadership team of the hospital and the first lesson of ideological and political education, and the voluntary maintenance of home appliances activities of "I do practical things for the masses". It has always played an indispensable role in serving the students of the entire college and assisting and cooperating with the college's student party branch in developing party members.

3.3. Party building team building

The School of Information Engineering currently has 4,060 students, including 101 party members, including 69 formal party members, 32 probationary party members, 42 teacher party members in the general branch, 13 with senior professional titles, 19 with intermediate professional titles, and graduates with a master's degree. 19 people. According to the relevant requirements of the Party Constitution, and submitted to the superior party organization for approval, 1 general party branch secretary, 1 deputy secretary of the general party branch, 1 general party branch publicity committee member, 1 general party branch organization member, and 1 general party branch disciplinary inspection committee member, 1 united front committee member of the general party branch, 1 full-time party building organizer, 3 party branch secretaries, and 1 organizational committee member and 1 publicity committee member for each party branch. There are 12 full-time counselors in our hospital. The team is fully equipped, ideological and political work is guaranteed, and the educational effect is remarkable.

4. The practice of building benchmark departments for party building work

4.1. Study the spirit of General Secretary Xi Jinping's series of speeches

Strive to build a team that is full of vigor, truth-seeking, pragmatic, enterprising and innovative; build a team of party members with strong party spirit, strong dedication, vigorous exploration of new models and new methods, and become the vanguard of school reform and development; We will support a team of teaching staff and students that are learning, service-oriented and innovative, with one specialty and multiple functions. Promote the distinctiveness of league building through party building, seek development through innovation, and are now working hard to build a first-class student party branch. In July 2018, the Teaching and Labor Party Branch of the College of Information Technology won the title of "Learning, Service-oriented and Innovative Party Branch" of Guangdong Provincial Universities.

4.2. Promote the systematization of work systems and give full play to the leading role of party building

Establish and implement systems for self-construction, discussion, contact and service with teachers and classmates, management and supervision, performance evaluation and assessment, and funding guarantee; conscientiously complete the "three meetings and one lesson", organize life meetings, democratically evaluate party members, regular analysis of party members' party spirit, and intra-party Carry out work such as motivating, caring for, assisting, and developing party members; conduct regular heart-to-heart talks and comprehensively
implement theme party day activities; and effectively play the role of model and leading party members.

4.3. Do a solid job in the development of party members and effectively ensure the quality of party members' development

Actively carry out the work of developing party members and develop 9 probationary party members in the first half of 2022. Development work is carried out in strict accordance with the school’s requirements for developing party members. The branch committee carefully reviewed the conditions for development candidates to join the party and carefully reviewed the party membership materials of the applicants. After discussion at the branch meeting, the nine student comrades were elected by secret vote as development party members and turned into probationary party members on June 1. A total of 24 comrades were made regular in the first half of 2022. The branch committee carefully assessed the performance of the 24 comrades during the preparatory period and carefully reviewed the materials of the 24 comrades. After discussion at the branch meeting, a secret vote approved the 24 comrades becoming regular on schedule.

4.4. Give full play to professional advantages and take multiple measures to create highlight features of party building

(1) Leading the escort

Focusing on subject advantages and combining with daily teaching practices, we promote teacher party members to lead studio professionalization and project-based teaching. According to the professional characteristics of our institute, there are currently 8 studios (XinGong Science and Technology Innovation Development Center, XinGong Animation Film and Television Center, Tengke Innovation Studio, Guangdong Embedded Maker Space Studio, Soft Ship Innovation Studio, Xinyingda CDIO Smart Chuang Studio, Yitang Innovation Studio, Seventh City Innovation Studio), each studio is guided and led by party members and teachers, promoting the joint construction of party branches and studios, adhering to the core of professional ability, deepening the reform and innovation of innovation and entrepreneurship education. The teaching model closely integrates academic education, vocational skills, and professional qualification certification, and adopts a talent training model that combines work and study. Pay attention to the cultivation of students' vocational skills and abilities, actively promote task-driven, engineering, and project-based teaching to improve students' practical abilities. It actively organizes students to participate in various competitions and has won more than 140 awards at all levels. Among them, he won 1 national second prize in the National College Student Electronic Design Competition (Higher Vocational College Group), 5 first prizes in the provincial student professional skills competition, 12 second prizes, and more than 40 third prizes. In industry competitions, he won the first prize in national universities in the third national finals of the "China University Computer Competition-Group Programming Ladder Competition".

(2) Inject new and strong foundations

Establish a student party branch studio to educate people for the party and the country. At the beginning of 2021, our college established the Party Branch Office of the School of Information Engineering, which consists of the Organization Department, the Discipline Inspection Department, the Propaganda Department and the Sutuo Department. It has been playing a role in serving the students of the whole college and assisting the college's student party branch in developing party members. In the past year, the Student Party Branch Studio organized more than 10 various party-building activities, including a party history knowledge contest organized by the School of Information Engineering to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of China. There were 572 participants in the online preliminary round and offline finals. The number of visitors reached 9. Organize a "micro-group class" competition to promote "immersive" study and education of party history among all students, so as to learn history to understand reason, study history to increase credibility, study history to respect morality, and study history to practice. Actively responded to and participated in various competitions outside the school. In December 2021, it organized and participated in the preliminaries of the Party History Knowledge Competition in Private Universities in Guangdong Province and won the title of "Top 100 Team". It participated in the finals of the Party History Knowledge Competition in Private Universities in Guangdong Province and won the title of Junior College Group third prize. Inject new strength into the party building work of the college.

(3) Advance morally and morally

Carry out party member voluntary services into the community and give full play to the role model role of student party members. In recent years, the Party Branch of our college has actively carried out volunteer service activities for party members in the community. It has signed volunteer service pairing and co-construction cooperation agreements with Dajing Community, Hujing Community, Bao Tang Xia Community, etc. in Houjie Town, allowing student party members to carry out home appliance projects in the community. Maintenance, party building, wall painting, and other activities are carried out. In the past five years, the Party branch has mobilized and organized four summer social practice activities of "Three Going to the Countryside". Combining the professional advantages of our college, it has been carried out for Chating Village in Gaozhou City, Bao Tang Xia Community in Houjie Town, and Xiekeng Village in Qingxi Town. During the party-building wall painting volunteer service activities, a total of 21 party-building wall paintings were completed to contribute our strength to rural revitalization.
4.5. Practice socialist values and innovate and enrich party organization activities

With the school motto of “self-improvement through virtue and constant innovation” as the core cultural concept, and the belief of “gathering the strength of academics and creating innovative role models”, we integrate practical education resources, expand practical education platforms, and carry out theme party days and theme group days. "Three Going to the Countryside", youth volunteer service, various subject competitions and other social practice activities, share the resources of co-creation practical activities, carry out the "Theme Group Day" selection activity every year, and strive to build two teams of theoretical propaganda and volunteer service, and strive to Shape new trends, cultivate civilization, and actively practice the core socialist values. All student party members, development targets and activists carry out 1-2 red cultural tours every semester. We have organized activists, development targets and student party members to visit red cultural landscapes such as the Humen Naval Battle Museum, Daling Shandong Column Memorial Hall and other red cultural landscapes for many times. More than 200 students participated, which enhanced the sense of responsibility and mission of student party members.

5. Conclusion

In the construction of the party and government, the ideological and political education of party members has always been placed in a very important position. Ideological and political education is a construction that manages the fundamentals, long-term and direction. Strengthening the ideological and political education of party members can better improve the cohesion and combat effectiveness of our party, thereby better exerting our party's commanding role.

Based on professional characteristics and guided by the spirit of "never forget the original intention, keep the mission in mind" and "I do practical things for the people", the Party Branch of the college takes the practice team of party members as the main starting point of mission and responsibility education to carry out distinctive and inheritance-oriented education, highlight social practice activities and volunteer services. In the process of educating people, we adhere to the correct political direction, form a synergistic promotion mechanism between "teaching" and "educating people", and effectively promote the realization of the goal of building benchmark departments for party building work in the context of "three-round education".
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